
DALLAS, TX – March 20, 2020  |  Call Box, the comprehensive phone solution for 
more than 46,000 businesses, announced this week that it has introduced a flexible, 
cloud-based phone system to its array of innovative telephony offerings. In an 
ongoing effort to provide businesses with the tools they need to own their phone call 
processes, Call Box is excited to offer Call Box Cloud Phone System as a smarter, 
simpler communications solution. 

The decision to offer the VoIP phone system came as Call Box noticed organizations 
struggling with outdated hardware systems that are difficult to configure and 
expensive to maintain. Call Box recognized the need for a more functional cloud-
based phone system to complement its other offerings including call analysis and 
review, detailed reporting, and training programs. 

“In the last year, more and more of our clients have asked us to help them navigate the 
move to the cloud,” explains Call Box’s Chief Operating Officer, Patrick Elverum. “They 
are tired of the headache and costs of their antiquated hardware solution, and they are 
desperate for something better. We listened, and we could not be more excited to offer 
the very best in cloud phone systems. Call Box is now the single-point phone performance 
solution for businesses desperate to eliminate leaks in call handling and own the phone.” 

Call Box Cloud Phone System offers dramatic advantages over legacy phone systems, 
including the ability to:

Call Box announces a cloud-based phone system as it recognizes the growing 
need for a more functional and reliable business communications solution.

Being at the forefront of phone handling technology, Call Box understands that 
customers increasingly demand a seamless caller experience. As businesses’ phone 
handling needs continue to evolve, Call Box will continue to be the trusted partner 
in optimizing phone processes and providing innovative tools to own the phone. To 
learn more about the benefits you’ll experience with Call Box Cloud Phone System, 
visit callbox.com/solutions/cloud-phone-system/ or call 833-331-0166.

CALL BOX INTRODUCES A SMARTER, SIMPLER

CLOUD PHONE

Make Real-Time Changes from Anywhere: Quickly manage and make 
adjustments to the cloud-hosted system from an easy-to-use web interface.

•

Sleep Easy with Maximized Support: Work with an attentive support team 
that prioritizes responsiveness, stability, and service.

•

Provide a Customized Caller Experience: Uniquely design the customer phone 
experience with customized call routing, specified holiday and time conditions, 
customized auto attendants, personalized voicemail greetings, and more.

•
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